Reformatting information currently held in databases into Web pages requires signi cant e ort in both creating the pages initially and their subsequent maintenance. We avoid these costs by coupling a Web server indirectly to a multimedia database using additional software we have developed. This software layer translates Web requests for information into SQL queries, and generates Web pages dynamically to display the results to the user. The method we have developed allows users to query the database directly and browse for information.
Introduction
Internet computing is now regarded as a strategic tool by many industries. This is largely due to the development of the World-Wide Web (WWW) and the associated marketing by major hardware and software vendors. Many companies already provide product, service and other information on the WWW. Growth in the number of Internet hosts is currently doubling every six months and was estimated in January 1996 to be 9.5 million (See gure 1). Strongest growth is being seen in the number of commercial WWW sites, with almost half of all Internet hosts falling into this category. 2,000,000 3,000,000 4,000,000 5,000,000 6,000,000 7,000,000 8,000,000 9,000,000 10,000,000 Most WWW data is stored in conventional data les which contain static links using HyperText Markup Language (HTML), to other documents and les. There are two problems with this approach when large data volumes are involved. First, it is di cult for users to nd the data they require on a WWW site. Much of their time is spent navigating links, in the hope that the required data will be found. Secondly, management of the data is di cult due to the existence of the original data source as well as the WWW pages. Changes to source data will need to be re ected by explicit modi cations to the WWW pages. Managing data to avoid redundancies, contradictions and obsolete data are signi cant problems using this approach.
An alternative approach which overcomes many of these problems is to create WWW pages on request, using a database to supply and search for data. In this paper we describe work at the University of Southampton to provide Internet access to a multimedia archive. Speci cally, we have developed a demonstration system to provide Internet access to a sample of the data being prepared for the Churchill Project.
Churchill Project
The reason for creating an archive edition of the papers and manuscripts of Sir Winston Churchill is to establish a source of reference to this major collection for scholars and historians world-wide and on-line. The archive will consist of electronic copies of an estimated three million personal, literary and political papers, complete with the family's photographs, and an as yet uncharted collection of audio and lm. Although some catalogue and other information will be associated with each item, the primary aim of this archive is to provide access to high quality, digital copies of the original source data.
Due to the number of documents and the requirement to store high quality images, the data storage requirement for the Churchill archive will be large. Current estimates place this in excess of 5 Terabytes of multimedia and conventional data. Managing and searching for documents in this amount of data within conventional ling systems is impractical. Moreover, as this is a world-wide resource, maintaining security and integrity of the data is a fundamental issue. For these reasons an appropriate database is needed to store this archive.
The primary requirement of a database for storing this information is that it must be able to store and retrieve multimedia data types. Object-Oriented and Object-Relational databases are both appropriate for this purpose. A comparison of these two systems can be found in 1]. We have chosen to use an ObjectRelational database for three main reasons. First, the Standard Query Language (SQL), can be used on these databases. Secondly, Object-Relational databases are based on relational databases which are signi cantly more mature than Object-oriented databases. Finally, parallel Object-Relational databases are starting to emerge. This is an important consideration for this work, as we expect that migration to a parallel database will be necessary for performance reasons in the future.
The archive must support three types of access from the WWW:
Direct Access. Direct access methods allow the user to retrieve a digital copy of a speci c item of source data using a catalogue number. Complex Query. The archive must allow users to tests hypothesis by providing a method for formulating and solving complex queries. Browsing. The archive must be amenable to browsing using HyperText links.
By using a database to store the letters and papers, users can access digital copies of the data directly and submit complex SQL queries. Users cannot, however, browse the data. In the following sections we discuss how to generate WWW pages dynamically to support all three forms of data access. By creating WWW pages dynamically, on request, we also remove the problem of having to store a complete HTML version of the archive.
A Database for Multimedia data
To demonstrate the feasibility and practicality of our approach we used a sample of the archive data to populate the database. This consisted of approximately 10MBytes of raw image and catalogue data. 1 For each image, part or all of the following elds were provided: document number document type addressee author place of origin date written additional document notes transcription With the exception of the \transcription" and the image itself, all the catalogue information can be stored in a standard relational database using conventional data types. To store the bitmap images and the textual transcriptions however, an Object-Relational database is required that supports the de nition of new data types. We de ned the types \ScannedImage" and \Plaintext" respectively using IBM's DB2/6000 v.2.1 Object-Relational Database Management System (ORDBMS) 4]. It was also necessary to de ne exactly what these new types were in terms of existing types. The transcript is a standard ASCII text le, while the image is a binary bitmap le. These map naturally to the Character Large OBject (CLOB) type and Binary Large OBject (BLOB) types respectively. The de nition of this table is given in gure 3. The sizes in brackets following the LOB types indicates the maximum possible size. This is simply an upper bound, as DB2 allocates the minimum disk space to store each LOB. " table   1 For simplicity, video and audio data were excluded from our sample data.
Although Object-Relational databases allow for the creation, import and export of user de ned types, they do not contain many functions that permit queries on these types. It is the responsibility of the database application developer to de ne and implement the required search functions. For example, consider the logical query, \How many letters were written by Winston Churchill during 1898 that refer to the Dervish army?". This query requires searching the transcripts of letters for references to the \Dervish army". The SQL query to answer this question is given in gure 3. This uses the \LOCATE" function de ned by DB2 which returns the starting character location of a text string within a CLOB data types. It should be noted that this is not standard SQL92. Rather, it is an extension de ned by DB2 to provide some support for searching within CLOB's. There are two problems with using this function. First, it restricts the portability of applications that use this function, and secondly, the \LOCATE" function records exact matches only. In practice, the user is more likely to require a case insensitive search or even a synonym search. Currently the only option is to write a User De ned Function (UDF) to perform this task.
SELECT COUNT(*) AS NO LETTERS FROM provinent WHERE YEAR(p date)=1898 AND LOCATE(p transcript,'Dervish army')>0 Figure 3 : A SQL query that searches large text objects As with object-oriented languages, there are many type de nitions and functions in object-relational databases that are generally required by application developers. ORDBMS vendors are accordingly developing \relational extenders" which consist of libraries of new types and functions. IBM and others are currently developing relational extenders to support Text, Image, Video and Audio 3]. The availability of these UDT's and UDF's will signi cantly increase the functionality of multimedia databases.
One of the most interesting areas of research to support Image types is \Content Based Image Retrieval" (CBIR), also known as \Query By Image Content" (QBIC). Research in this area is directed at providing methods which can be used to search images directly for speci c features. Current research systems provide facilities to search for images with speci c colour distributions, texture, shape and position. A survey of this eld can be found in 2].
4 Providing WWW access to the database
Having established a means of storing and searching the multimedia archive, our next step was to provide a means of access to remote users. The WWW was chosen for this as it encompasses the widest possible audience without the need for users to invest in further software.
To interface the database to the WWW, an access path must exist between the machine nominated to be the WWW server machine and the machine on which the database resides. An obvious choice is to install the WWW server and database server on the same machine. In our case this would mean installing the WWW server on the University IBM RS/6000 SP2. We currently only use a single node of this parallel machine for our sample database. Our motivation for using this machine though is due to the signi cantly greater compute, disk and memory capacity of each node over alternative platforms. Moreover, we anticipate that a complete implementation of an archive of this scale will use multiple nodes of this machine running a parallel multimedia database. This machine is, however, unsuitable as a WWW server due to administration di culties as well as the likelihood of degrading the quality of service to other users.
An alternative approach that allows the WWW server machine and database machine to be physically separate, requires the WWW server machine to be a database client. For DB2/6000 v.2.1, this is achieved by installing the DB2 Client Application Enabler (CAE) on the WWW server machine. The CAE provides run-time support to allow local applications access to remote database servers. Our installation is based on this method and is illustrated in gure 4. Figure 4 : Interconnection strategy for a major multimedia archive using the WWW and DB2 CAE Users of this system interact with their local WWW browser which sends and receives information to/from the WWW server. A user's request for information is sent via the WWW server to the database and the result is shipped back to the user as a WWW page.
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The rst step in this operation is for the WWW server to construct a SQL query from the information provided by the user and issue this query to the database. To do this, the WWW server uses the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) to invoke an external program we have developed. This program, Query Generator, decodes the information forwarded by the WWW server and constructs a query in SQL which is sent to the database client. The database client in turn forwards the query to the remote database server on the SP2. The results from the query are returned to the Query Generator program via the database client.
The second step in returning the required information to the user is to construct a WWW page (HTML document) with the results returned from the database. After Query Generator receives the results from the database, it invokes our HTML Page Generator program. This program creates a HTML page for display to the user, based on a combination of static information and the results returned from the query.
Creating HTML pages dynamically
The result returned from a database query is a table (relation) consisting of named columns. The simplest way of returning these results to the user is to display the table only. This method is su cient for traditional data types, but is inappropriate for Large OBject types (LOB's), such as binary images, sound les and large text les. An alternative method is needed to present this information to the user. Our approach is to examine the data types of attributes requested by the user, and where these types are LOB's, explicitly require the user to request retrieval. The data types are obtained by examining the system tables. This approach allows users to view traditional tables, while minimizing the amount of LOB data transferred. Figure 5 shows a WWW page created automatically by our system in response to a request for traditional and LOB data.
WWW pages created in this way provide the user with a query access capability on the data, but do not provide the user with any browsing ability. To add a browsing facility on the data we exploit the existence Figure 5 : Tabular results retrieved from the database are displayed on the WWW of foreign keys in the database. In particular, we exploit the fact that a foreign key (F K) in a relation R2 is a subset of attributes in R2, such that FK is a key in relation R1. Most databases used in industry contain foreign keys because of the need to maintain referential integrity 2 .
Referential integrity can be shown in terms of referential diagrams. For example, consider the referential diagram S SP ! P. Each arrow means there is a foreign key in the relation from which the arrow emerges, that refers to the primary key of the relation to which the arrow points. Hence, the relation SP contains foreign keys to two other relations, S and P. Su cient information is therefore available to reference a tuple in relation S and a tuple in relation P from any tuple in SP. We create dynamic HyperText links based on this feature. The database system tables identify the foreign keys in all relations. When a user requests data from the database, the system table is examined to see if the requested table contains foreign keys. If no foreign keys exist, a HTML document is created with the resulting table as described above. If foreign keys exist, however, the table data returned from the database is modi ed so that the foreign key attributes are \selectable". The resulting WWW page thus contains a table with HyperText links. If the user selects one of these links, a new query is sent to the database to retrieve the tuple from the parent relation whose primary key is the same as the selected foreign key. The process of formatting the data to create a new WWW page then starts again.
In addition to creating links which invoke further database queries, we also create static links to a HTML help document on each WWW page generated.
The WWW pages created in the above manner are speci c to displaying tabular information returned from the database. The user is, however, also able to request information from the database that consists of LOB's. In particular, large text objects and images. If the user requests to view this information a WWW page is created to display the required object. Minor formatting of large text objects is done by the HTML Page Generator program, while images are converted to a format that is suitable for display on WWW browsers. Currently, these pages do not contain any dynamic links. A sample transcript and image returned from the archive is shown in gure 6. 
Generating SQL Queries
To access data initially from the Churchill archives the user is presented with the WWW screen shown in gure 7. Users are required to complete the security procedure and submit a query. There are currently two possible ways for users to submit queries. SQL queries can be submitted by entering a \select" statement in the \SQL Query" eld. Alternatively, the Query By Example (QBE) interface can be used. We anticipate adding to this interface when QBIC becomes available. QBE is an intuitive way of querying a relational database that does not require a knowledge of SQL. Development of the QBE interface was simpli ed by the fact that there is only one table in our sample database. To use the QBE interface, users are required to select the elds to be returned by the query, and optionally, they can restrict the data returned by placing restricting conditions on one or more elds. We include operators such as >, < and =, for use in specifying these constraints. The number of operators would clearly need to be expanded in a full implementation.
In addition to generating queries from the opening WWW screen, query generation is also performed when the user selects a dynamic link. This invokes a CGI program with the foreign key attributes together with the name of the parent relation. The CGI program in turn extracts the attribute names of the parent relation from the system tables and constructs an SQL query to select all the attributes from the parent relation. The completed SQL query is supplied to the HTML Page Generator program for execution and displaying results to the user.
Conclusions
The amount and type of data being stored today is vastly di erent from a few years ago. Data volumes have increased many fold, and multimedia data is now considered in the same breath as conventional data types. The expectations people have for accessing data has also changed. The result of these developments is that companies are coming under increasing pressure to make information available both within the company and externally to the general public. Growth in the commercial side of the WWW indicates that the WWW is being used extensively for this purpose.
One of the main criticisms users have of the WWW, is the di culty in accessing the data they require, while WWW administrators are frustrated with the di culty of providing access to large data volumes. One solution to these problems lies in linking databases directly to the WWW, avoiding storing and maintaining explicit HTML WWW pages.
Our work describes a method of interfacing the WWW directly to an ORDBMS. This provides direct query access to the database and provides some browsing capability by using the structure of the underlying database. We have achieved this by creating WWW pages and HyperText links from these pages dynamically. This method avoids the need for the separate creation and management of HTML and source data documents.
The project is on-going at the University of Southampton. 
